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SUMMARY

The human auditory cortex simultaneously processes speech and determines the location of a
speaker in space. Neuroimaging studies in humans
have implicated core auditory areas in processing
the spectrotemporal and the spatial content of
sound; however, how these features are represented
together is unclear. We recorded directly from human subjects implanted bilaterally with depth electrodes in core auditory areas as they listened to
speech from different directions. We found local
and joint selectivity to spatial and spectrotemporal
speech features, where the spatial and spectrotemporal features are organized independently of each
other. This representation enables successful decoding of both spatial and phonetic information.
Furthermore, we found that the location of the
speaker does not change the spectrotemporal tuning
of the electrodes but, rather, modulates their mean
response level. Our findings contribute to defining
the functional organization of responses in the
human auditory cortex, with implications for more
accurate neurophysiological models of speech processing.
INTRODUCTION
Speech is an important human communication signal that
carries a great deal of information about the speaker, including
the intended message and the location of the speaker in space
relative to the listener. A major function of the human auditory
cortex is to encode and link spectrotemporal and spatial aspects
of the speech signal, as evident by data showing that speech
comprehension improves when spatial cues are available (Kidd
et al., 2005).
Neural processing of spatial sound in the mammalian auditory
cortex has been studied extensively, especially in non-human
mammals, where neural activity can be measured directly. Cool-

ing (Malhotra et al., 2004) and lesion (Jenkins and Merzenich,
1984; Kavanagh and Kelly, 1987) studies of the mammalian auditory cortex have shown a necessary and selective role for various
auditory cortical fields in the perception of spatial cues. Mammalian studies of response properties in auditory cortical neurons
show clear spatial receptive fields, where the majority of neurons
in each hemisphere of the brain are tuned preferentially to the
contralateral field in space (Middlebrooks and Pettigrew,
1981). There is also strong evidence that mammalian auditory
cortical neurons jointly encode multiple stimulus features,
including pitch, timbre, and location (Bizley et al., 2009; Walker
et al., 2011). Extending these findings to the human auditory cortex remains challenging because there is no dominant model of
the anatomical and functional organization of human auditory
cortical fields. The auditory cortex in humans is significantly
different from non-human primates, even at a macro scale
(Hackett et al., 2001). For example, compared with the monkey,
the Sylvian fissure and planum temporale are larger on the left
side (Geschwind and Levitsky, 1968; Yeni-Komshian and Benson, 1976), there are additional gyri that exist only in the human
brain, and the human auditory cortex is specialized for speech
processing (Belin et al., 2000; Norman-Haignere et al., 2015).
As a result, the functional organization of the human core auditory cortex is still a matter of scientific debate (Humphries
et al., 2010; Leaver and Rauschecker, 2016; Moerel et al., 2014).
Because of the difficulty in obtaining direct measurements of
brain activity in humans, most of what we know about the neural
basis of sound localization in the human auditory cortex is based
on non-invasive neuroimaging and lesion studies (Ahveninen
et al., 2006; Zatorre and Penhune, 2001; Zimmer et al., 2006).
Because non-invasive methods have limited spatial and temporal resolution, the majority of studies have focused mainly on
determining which brain areas are involved in processing spatial
information rather than characterizing how they represent
speech with spatial cues (Alain et al., 2001; Barrett and Hall,
2006). For example, the human Heschl’s gyrus has been shown
to respond to the sound location (Junius et al., 2007; Zatorre and
Penhune, 2001) and the spectrotemporal and phonetic features
(Arsenault and Buchsbaum, 2015). Despite these findings, many
questions regarding how the core auditory areas represent spatial and spectrotemporal features together remain
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unanswered. Specifically, how does the core human auditory
cortex encode these aspects of speech to support downstream
extraction of spatial ‘‘where’’ and phonetic ‘‘what’’ information
(Arnott et al., 2004)? Is there local selectivity to speaker direction
in human core auditory areas? And finally, which properties of
the neural response correlate with spectrotemporal and spatial
features of sound?
To tease apart the encoding properties of spectrotemporal
and spatial cues in the human core auditory cortex (Brodmann
Area 41 and 42), we directly measured neural activity during a
speech perception task with spatial cues using bilateral depth
electrodes implanted in core auditory areas of neurosurgical patients. We aim to shed light on the encoding of spatial features
and to specify the relationship between the encoding of spatial,
spectrotemporal, and phonetic features of speech at local and
population levels. We use our findings to construct an encoding
model to tease apart how the neural activity changes in response
to spatial and spectrotemporal features. Our results further our
understanding of how natural speech with spatial cues is represented and processed in the human auditory cortex, with significant implications for more complete models of speech processing in the human brain.
RESULTS
We recorded from invasive, bilateral, high-density depth electrodes (PMT Corporation) implanted in the perisylvian region of
five epilepsy patients, providing partial coverage of Heschl’s gyrus (HG), the planum temporale (PT), and the superior temporal
gyrus (STG) (Figure 1A). The subjects listened to speech stimuli
arriving from five different directions in the horizontal plane
(90 , 45 , 0 , 45 , and 90 ), simulated using the head-related
transfer function (HRTF) of an average-sized head (Figure 1B;
STAR Methods). To ensure that the subjects were engaged in
the task and could identify the direction of the speaker, the subjects were asked to report the location of the speaker when the
audio paused at periodic intervals; subjects were attentive and
could correctly report the direction of the speaker (Figure S2A).
All subjects were fluent speakers of American English. Four subjects were left hemisphere language-dominant, and one subject
had bilateral language biased toward the left hemisphere.
Direction Selectivity of Responses in the Core Auditory
Cortex
To investigate how individual electrodes in the human core auditory cortex respond to speech arriving from different directions in
space, we first identified the electrodes that had a significant
response to speech compared with silence (p < 0.001, t test)
and restricted our analysis to this subset. This test results in
201 electrodes, in areas including Heschl’s gyrus and sulcus
(Heschl’s gyrus, 88 electrodes), the STG and sulcus (35 electrodes), and planum temporale (PT, 35 electrodes) (Figure 1A;
Destrieux et al., 2010). To examine the effect of the sound direction on response amplitude, we first averaged the envelope of
the high-gamma band (70–150 Hz) of each electrode to all
speech sounds from the same direction. Figure 1C shows the
response of five example electrodes to speech arriving from
each of the five directions (90 , 45 , 0 , 45 , 90 ). These
2052 Cell Reports 24, 2051–2062, August 21, 2018

example electrodes have diverse response patterns, each tuned
most selectively to one direction. Electrode E1 responds most
robustly to angle 90 , E2 to 45 , E3 to 0 , E4 to 45 , and E5
to 90 . Moreover, the difference in response to different directions is most robust at sound onset but is sustained over the
duration of the sound (Figures S1B and S1C).
To characterize the diversity of spatial selectivity shown by the
examples in Figure 1C across the population of electrodes, we
first defined an angle selectivity index (ASI) to measure the probabilistic preference of each electrode to the direction of the
speaker in space. The ASI for each direction indicates the
normalized t value of a t test between the neural responses during silence and during speech uttered from that direction. We
found that a majority of speech-responsive electrodes showed
selectivity to specific sound directions (Figure S1A; correlation
r = 0.4, p < 0.001).
To investigate the diversity of spatial selectivity patterns
across individual electrodes, we performed unsupervised hierarchical clustering of the ASIs separately across electrodes (columns) and angles (rows) (Figure 1D). The horizontal clustering
shown in Figure 1D grouped electrodes by the similarity of their
ASIs, revealing subgroups of electrodes with similar selectivity
for each of the five directions. Most of the electrodes in each
brain hemisphere were clustered together because of the similarity of their ASI patterns (blue corresponds to the left hemisphere, and red corresponds to the right hemisphere). Furthermore, we found clusters of electrodes with higher preference
for each of the five angles as opposed to the preference for simply left versus right directions in space. The vertical clustering
shown in Figure 1D grouped sound angles based on the similarity of the responses they elicited across the population of electrodes, demonstrating that angles closer in space elicited more
similar responses.
To further quantify each electrode’s most preferred angle, we
defined the BA tuning of each electrode as the angle for which
the electrode’s ASI is maximal. Figure 1E shows the distribution
of ASI values for electrodes grouped by their BA tuning in
response to speech from each of the five directions. The group
of electrodes that have the same BA as the direction of speech
presentation responds significantly higher to this direction
compared with other electrode groups, demonstrating that the
electrodes have significantly preferential tuning for a particular
direction. BAs are plotted on an average brain in Figure S1D.
Finally, we measured the separability of responses to the five directions by computing the ratio of variance within and between
responses to the five directions (f statistics). Figure 1F shows
that the separability of responses to the five directions is comparable between the Heschl’s gyrus, PT, and STG (Figure 1F, multiple comparisons, Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p > 0.05).
Contralateral Tuning of Electrodes
As shown in Figure 1D, the majority of electrodes in the right
hemisphere (shown in red) respond to left-sided angles in space
(shown in blue) and vice versa. To investigate the degree of this
contralateral bias, we compared the average t value of speech
versus silence for each electrode when speech was uttered
from the right-sided angles (90 and 45 ; y axis, Figure 2A) versus
the left-sided angles (90 and 45 ; x axis, Figure 2A). Each
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Figure 1. Direction Selectivity of Responses in the Human Auditory Cortex
(A) Speech-responsive electrodes from all subjects shown on an ICBM152 average brain on axial MRI (left) and on core auditory areas (right). Color saturation
indicates the speech versus silence t value for each electrode.
(B) Task schematic. Subjects are presented with speech uttered from five color-coded angles in the horizontal plane.
(C) Average high-gamma responses and ASIs of five representative electrodes to 90 , 45 , 0 , 45 , and 90 angles.
(D) Hierarchical clustering of angle selectivity indices (ASIs) for all electrodes (columns) and angles (rows). Electrode clusters are shown by the dendrogram at the
top, whereas angle clusters are shown by the dendrogram on the left; electrode clusters in red and blue indicate electrode locations in right and left brain
hemispheres, respectively.
(E) Histograms of ASI for a given sound angle; each electrode group is colored by its BA.
(F) Average separability of direction (f statistic) in the Heschl’s gyrus, STG, and PT. The error bars indicate SE.
***p < 0.001. See also Figure S1.

point in Figure 2A corresponds to one electrode; electrodes
above the line have right-sided preference, and electrodes
below the line have left-sided preference. The color of the point
indicates whether the electrode is located in the left (blue) or right
(red) brain hemisphere. The separation of the red and blue points
shows a clear contralateral preference in electrode responses to
speech. This result also holds when the analysis is broken down
by subject (Figure S3).

We further quantified this contralateral preference by defining
a contralateral strength index (CSI) as the difference between the
t value for left- and right-sided angles. A positive CSI value indicates left-sided preference, whereas a negative CSI value indicates right-sided preference, and the magnitude indicates the
degree of preference. The histogram of CSI values in Figure 2B
shows a significant difference between electrodes in the
right and left hemispheres (absolute difference between the
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(A) Average t values for left- versus right-sided angles for each electrode in the left and right brain hemispheres.
(B) Histogram of the contralateral strength index (CSI) for left and right brain hemisphere electrodes.
(C) CSI plotted on an ICBM152 average brain. Each electrode is colored according to its CSI value (red, positive CSI, indicating left angle preference; blue,
negative CSI, indicating right angle preference).
(D) Percentages of ipsilateral and contralateral electrodes found in the Heschl’s gyrus, STG, and PT.
***p < 0.001. See also Figure S3.

means = 0.251, p < 0.001, unpaired t test), further supporting a
significant contralateral preference. The CSI values for each
electrode are shown on an ICBM152 average brain in Figure 2C.
Breaking down our analysis by anatomical area, the Heschl’s
gyrus, STG, and PT all showed similar contralateral dominance
(Figure 2D).
In summary, we found direction selectivity at the level of individual electrodes, with 175 of 201 electrodes (87.06%) tuned
contralaterally and 26 of 201 (12.94%) tuned ipsilaterally.
Independent Encoding of Spatial and Spectrotemporal
Cues
We showed that a majority of speech-responsive electrodes in
human core auditory areas are selective to speech sound from
a specific direction in space. We know from previous work that
the human core auditory cortex is also selective to spectrotemporal features of sound (Formisano et al., 2003; Humphries et al.,
2010; Leaver and Rauschecker, 2016). To study how core areas
encode spatial and spectrotemporal cues together, we calculated the spectrotemporal receptive field (STRF) (Theunissen
et al., 2001a) of each electrode in response to speech from
each direction. To ensure unbiased comparison, the regularization parameters of the STRFs for each electrode were optimized
jointly for all directions (STAR Methods). This analysis allows us
to examine the effect of the sound direction on each electrode’s
spectrotemporal tuning. Because we used stereo speech, for
each angle and electrode we calculated a left STRF (lSTRF)
from the sound presented to the left ear and a right STRF (rSTRF)
from the sound presented to the right ear. Because we found a
high correlation between lSTRFs and rSTRFs (average r = 0.95,
p < 0.001; Figure S4A), we used the average of lSTRFs and
rSTRFs to characterize the spectrotemporal tuning of each electrode. For the rest of the STRF analysis, we used the electrodes
for which the STRF model could predict the neural responses
with prediction correlation values higher than 0.2 (161 of 201
electrodes). Figure 3A shows the STRFs of five neighboring electrodes for all five directions (E1, most medial, to E5, most lateral
electrode). We observe a gradual decrease in frequency tuning
2054 Cell Reports 24, 2051–2062, August 21, 2018

across the 5 electrodes (see a comparison of the excitatory
peak of the STRFs across rows in Figure 3A), consistent with
the reported tonotopy in Heschl’s gyrus (Formisano et al.,
2003; Humphries et al., 2010; Nourski, 2017). However, STRFs
from different directions at a single electrode are very similar
(see a comparison of columns in Figure 3A). These observations
suggest that the tuning properties of individual electrodes do not
depend on the direction of speech.
To quantify the independence of STRF tuning from the direction of speech across all electrodes and subjects, we compared
the similarity of the STRFs of the same electrode from different
directions with the similarity of STRFs of different electrodes
from the same direction. The histogram of the correlation values
in Figure 3C shows that STRFs for the same electrode from
different directions (red) are significantly more similar than
STRFs for different electrodes from the same direction (blue) (difference between median correlation = 0.5, p < 0.001, Wilcoxon
rank-sum test). The same result was obtained using just the
lSTRF and just the rSTRF (Figures S4B and S4C).
We further studied the decoupling of spectrotemporal and
spatial tuning properties by measuring the best frequency (BF)
and response latency (RL) of each STRF by finding its excitatory
peak as the center of gravity along frequency and time dimensions, respectively (marked with a black dot in Figure 3A STRFs).
The BF and RL for electrodes are displayed on an ICBM152 brain
in Figure 3B, showing a high-to-low gradient for BF and low-tohigh gradient for RL along the medial-lateral axis, consistent with
previous studies (Leaver and Rauschecker, 2016; Moerel et al.,
2014; Nourski et al., 2014). To examine the effect of speech
direction on BF and RL, we calculated STRFs from only rightsided speech and STRFs from only left-sided speech (y axis in
Figure 3D; blue and red show left- and right-sided angles,
respectively) and compared their BF and RL parameters with
STRFs calculated from center-only speech (x axis in Figure 3D).
The high correlation values for tuning parameters from different
angles (r = 0.94 and p < 0.001 for BF and r = 0.80 and p <
0.001 for RL) show a high similarity between the spectrotemporal
tuning properties estimated from different sound directions. We
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(E) BF versus RL plot for all speech-responsive electrodes, colored by their best angle (BA) tuning.
***p < 0.001. See also Figure S4.

observed the same result when the analysis was performed in individual subjects (Figure S4D) or brain regions (Figure S4E). This
result supports the notion of independent encoding of spectrotemporal and spatial features of speech in human core auditory
cortical areas.
Although the previous analysis shows that spectrotemporal
tuning properties of electrodes remain constant irrespective of
sound direction, it does not rule out the possibility of correlated
encoding of spatial and spectrotemporal features. To test this
possibility, we examined the effect of BF and RL on BA tuning.
Figure 3E shows a scatter of BF and RL for each electrode,
where the electrode color indicates its BA. The lack of clustering
among electrodes with similar colors shows that electrodes
tuning to spatial and spectrotemporal features are not correlated
(r = 0.04, p = 0.64 for BF versus BA; r = 0.08, p = 0.29 for RL
versus BA); therefore, the spatial and spectrotemporal feature
maps appear to be organized independently of each other.
Population Decoding of Spatial and Phonetic Features
Spectrotemporal tuning properties are commonly used to characterize auditory neurons (Klein et al., 2006; Theunissen et al.,

2001b). However, speech is a specialized, complex signal,
constructed by concatenating distinctive units called phonemes
(Ladefoged and Johnson, 2010). The reliable encoding of
distinctive spectrotemporal features necessary for phonetic
discrimination in the human auditory cortex is crucial for speech
perception. Previous studies have shown that human core auditory areas encode phonetic features (Arsenault and Buchsbaum,
2015; Steinschneider et al., 2005). Consistent with these studies,
we found that, of the 148 electrodes from this study that were
presented with both speech and non-speech sounds, 84
(56.76%) responded significantly more to speech than nonspeech (p < 0.05, unpaired t test) (STAR Methods; Figure S8).
We did not find a relationship between speech specificity of electrodes and their degree of spatial tuning (Spearman r = 0.12,
p = 0.15) (Figure S8B). Motivated by this observation, we
extended our analysis of spectrotemporal features (Figure 3) to
explicitly examine how the representation of phonetic features
interacts with the encoding of spatial features. We used five
manners of articulation (vowel, semivowel, plosive, fricative,
and nasal) to represent the phonetic features (Khalighinejad
et al., 2017a; Mesgarani et al., 2014).
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To study how the population of electrodes in the core auditory
areas represent spatial and phonetic information, we tested how
well the same population of responses could decode each type
of information using a rudimentary linear classifier. For spatial
decoding, we classified the direction of sound from the population responses averaged over a time window of 1.5 s and
Z-scored (Figure S5A). Using all electrodes (n = 201), we could
decode direction significantly better than chance (75.59%, p <
0.001, binomial test; chance = 22.16% using a permutation
test) (Figure 4A). The spatial classifier’s confusion patterns
show that speech uttered from the same side of space is more
likely to be confused (90 with 45 and 90 with 45 ). We
did not find asymmetry in decoding direction using electrodes
from just the left or the right hemisphere of the brain (Figure S5C).
For phonetic decoding, we classified the manner of articulation of phonemes using the same population of neural data,
averaged over a time window of 30ms and Z-scored. Like spatial
decoding, manner decoding using all electrodes (n = 201) was
significantly better than chance (57.65%, p < 0.001, binomial
2056 Cell Reports 24, 2051–2062, August 21, 2018

test; chance = 22.35% using a permutation test). The manner
classifier’s confusion patterns reveal two separate groups of
confusions: consonants (plosives and fricatives) and sonorants
(vowels, semivowels, and nasals). This confusion pattern is
consistent with findings in previous psychoacoustic (Miller and
Nicely, 1955) and neurophysiological studies (Mesgarani et al.,
2008). Additionally, angle and manner decoding were both
possible when using only the electrodes located in the Heschl’s
gyrus, STG, or PT (Figure S5F). Successful population decoding
of both direction and phonetic features confirms that the population of neural responses in the perisylvian region is rich enough
to support downstream extraction of both spatial ‘‘where’’ and
phonetic ‘‘what’’ information, which may happen in separate
subsequent pathways (Ahveninen et al., 2006; Barrett and Hall,
2006).
Because of the strong contralateral preference we observed
in spatial selectivity (Figure 2), we also examined how well the
direction of sound and phonetic features can be decoded
from each hemisphere separately. We trained two additional

classifiers: one using only right-hemisphere electrodes and one
using only left-hemisphere electrodes. Because our limited
sampling of the perisylvian area could bias the results, we first
examined the variability of classification accuracy using different
subsets of electrodes in each hemisphere. We performed a
bootstrap analysis in which we classified the sound direction
and manner of articulation from the responses of randomly
selected subsets of electrodes of size N (STAR Methods), as
N increased systematically (with 200 bootstraps for each N).
When decoding from both hemispheres, N/2 electrodes were
chosen from each brain hemisphere. The monotonic increase
in classification accuracy as N increases (Figure 4B) indicates
that complementary information is added by increasing
coverage. We observed the same trend in individual subjects
(Figure S5E). The relative accuracy improvement from single to
both hemispheres was significantly higher for angle classification than for manner classification (p < 0.001, unpaired t test)
(Figures 4B and 4D), indicating that access to both brain hemispheres achieves a significantly higher accuracy in decoding
the direction of sound but has no advantage in decoding phonetic features. This finding is consistent with studies showing
an important role for both hemispheres in identifying the direction of sound in space (Kavanagh and Kelly, 1987; Poirier
et al., 1994) and studies showing bilateral, symmetric processing
of low-level speech features (Arsenault and Buchsbaum, 2015;
Hickok and Poeppel, 2007).
To gain insight into how the electrodes are used to decode
spatial and phonetic features of speech, we examined the
weights given to each electrode by each type of classifier (Figure 4C). The weights for single-hemisphere and whole-brain
classifiers are shown in Figure 4C for angle (left) and manner decoding (right). To assist visualization, the electrodes (y axis) for
the spatial decoder are sorted according to ASI, and the electrodes for the manner decoder are sorted according to BF. As
expected for direction decoding, the classifier with access to
both hemispheres assigned positive weights to electrodes on
the contralateral side and negative weights to electrodes on
the ipsilateral side. For manner of articulation decoding, the classifier assigned higher weights to electrodes with a higher BF for
phonetic features characterized by high-frequency acoustic features (plosives and fricatives) and higher weights to electrodes
with lower BFs for manners characterized by low-frequency
acoustic features (vowels, nasals, and semivowels) (acoustic
features for five manners of articulation are shown in Figure S7)
(Ladefoged and Johnson, 2010). The correlation between
weights for single-hemisphere and both-hemisphere classifiers
(Figure 4C) is higher for manner decoding (r = 0.97, p < 0.001)
than for angle decoding (r = 0.93, p < 0.001). The lesser correlation between single and both hemisphere weights for angle decoding suggests that ipsilaterally selective electrodes are given
higher weights for the ipsilateral direction when only one brain
hemisphere is available compared with when both brain hemispheres are available (Figure S5D). In contrast, the higher correlation of manner decoding between one and both hemisphere
weights shows a more symmetric representation of spectrotemporal features (Figure S5B).
To quantify the relationship between the weights assigned for
manner decoding and angle decoding, we measured the corre-

lation between the maximum absolute weight given to each electrode by manner and angle decoders. The positive correlation
(Figure 4E; r = 0.37, p < 0.001) supports the notion that the
same population of neurons in the core auditory cortex carries information about both spatial and phonetic features of speech,
which is consistent with the notion of independent joint encoding
of these parameters.
Mechanisms of Joint Encoding of Spatial and
Spectrotemporal Features
The previous analyses show that spatial and spectrotemporal
features of sound are jointly represented by the same group of
electrodes and that spectrotemporal feature selectivity remains
the same irrespective of sound direction. To shed light on the
mechanism of this encoding, we test the hypothesis that,
although the sound direction does not change spectrotemporal
tuning properties, it can modulate the response gain and/or the
mean response level (bias) of neural activity. Because the
STRF does not model nonlinear dynamics such as enhanced
onset responses (David et al., 2009), we restricted the analysis
to only the sustained response interval (0.5 s to 3.75 s after onset
of the stimulus) (Figures S1B and S1C).
To start, we calculated the relative change in the mean neural
response level (bias) between speech from angle 0 and angle
90 and between speech uttered from angle 0 and angle
90 . We also calculated the relative change in the standard deviation (gain) of the neural activity for the same comparisons (Figure 5A). We observed higher separation in the mean response of
right- and left-hemisphere electrodes (p < 0.001, Wilcoxon ranksum test) than in the standard deviation (p = 0.12, Wilcoxon ranksum test). Motivated by these findings, we constructed a model
where the sound direction can modify both the bias and the gain
of the spectrotemporal receptive field of the electrode:
r ðtÞ = ½Sðt; f Þ  STRF ðt; f Þ gðangleÞ + bðangleÞ;

(Equation 1)

where  denotes convolution, r(t) denotes the predicted neural
response, S(t,f) is the spectrogram of the sound, STRF(t,f) is
the spectrotemporal receptive field, and the direction of speaker
(angle) modulates both the gain, g (angle), and the bias, b (angle)
(Figure 5B). We used the least-squares method to fit the parameters of the model to the predicted data from non-spatial STRFs
(STRFs calculated from a mono stimulus) in three scenarios: gain
change, bias change, and gain and bias change. We then calculated the improvement in mean squared error (MSE) relative to
the non-spatial STRF model predictions for each model. We
found that the average improvement in MSE is significantly
higher for the bias model compared with the gain model (Figure 5C; p < 0.001, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Additionally, the
model that modifies both gain and bias is not significantly
more predictive than the model that only modifies the bias (p =
0.11, Wilcoxon rank-sum test), suggesting that sound direction
modulates the bias of neural responses and not its gain. This
result also holds when broken down by subject (Figure S6A)
and by anatomical region (Figure S6B). Furthermore, as shown
by the average bias values in Figure 5D, we found that direction
of sound increases the baseline bias for contralateral directions
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Figure 5. Mechanism of Joint Encoding of
Spatial and Spectrotemporal Features at Individual Electrodes
(A) Scatterplot of percentage change of the mean
(left) and standard deviation (right) of neural responses relative to the baseline (angle 0 ) for angle
90 (x axis) and angle 90 (y axis) for all electrodes.
(B) Proposed computational model. The auditory
spectrogram of speech, S(t,f), is convolved with
the electrode’s STRF and then modulated by a
gain and a bias factor that depend on the direction
of sound.
(C) Mean reduced prediction error of the neural
responses relative to baseline (non-spatial STRF)
when modulating the gain, the bias, or both in the
model. The error bars indicate SE.
(D) Average bias values for five angles from all
speech-responsive electrodes colored by right
(red) and left (blue) brain hemispheres.
(E) Mean response level (bias) values for five angles from each speech-responsive electrode arranged by ASI and colored by right (red) and left
(blue) brain hemispheres.
***p < 0.001. See also Figure S6.
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these inconsistencies, as we elaborate
below. On the other hand, the extent to
which the findings from animal spatial
and decreases the baseline bias for ipsilateral directions, consis- hearing studies generalize to humans is unclear because the
tent with our previous observation of strong contralateral bias auditory cortex in humans, including the Heschl’s gyrus, differs
(Figure 2). Bias values arranged by ASI clustering (Figure 5E) significantly from non-human mammals (Morosan et al., 2001).
reveal a similar pattern as in Figure 1D (r = 0.57, p < 0.001).
Because the structural and functional organization of the human
core auditory cortex is still a matter of scientific debate (Leaver
and Rauschecker, 2016; Moerel et al., 2014), particularly
DISCUSSION
regarding its response to speech (Belin et al., 2000), our findings
We use direct neural recordings in the human core auditory provide critical evidence needed to better compare with animal
cortex to study the representation of speech with spatial cues. studies, which can result in a more complete understanding of
We show that individual electrodes in core auditory areas the functional organization of the human auditory cortex.
We found that the cortical representation of speech is highly
respond selectively to specific directions while independently
encoding spectrotemporal and phonetic features of speech. selective to specific sound directions at the level of individual
This encoding results in a representation from which both loca- electrodes. Although previous non-invasive human studies
tion and the phonetic features can be readily decoded. We have reported activation of core auditory areas in response to
showed that, although the location of the speaker does not sound location (Johnson and Hautus, 2010; Junius et al.,
change the spectrotemporal tuning of electrodes, it modulates 2007), our study provides direct evidence for direction-specific
the mean response level of high-gamma activity.
tuning in these areas. We observed a varied degree of tuning
Previous electrophysiological studies of spatial hearing have to sound directions, reflecting a diversity of neural responses
used either non-invasive neuroimaging methods in humans (Ah- with a strong contralateral bias (87.06%). This ratio is similar to
veninen et al., 2014) or invasive neural recordings in animals previously reported spatial tuning of auditory cortical neurons
(Jenkins and Merzenich, 1984; Middlebrooks and Pettigrew, in mammals (Malhotra et al., 2004; Middlebrooks and Pettigrew,
1981). However, on one hand, non-invasive studies in humans 1981; Rajan et al., 1990). Our findings, however, contrast with
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several neuroimaging studies in humans that report little to no
contralateral bias (Woldorff et al., 1999; Zimmer et al., 2006).
This discrepancy could be the result of bias-coding rather than
place-coding of sound direction, which would not be easily detected in fMRI (Werner-Reiss and Groh, 2008). Alternatively,
the absence of contralateral tuning in sound localization studies
has been attributed to the presence or absence of interaural level
differences (ILDs) and interaural time differences (ITD) in the
experimental design (Ortiz-Rios et al., 2017; Spierer et al.,
2009). In contrast, our experimental design is naturalistic, presenting speech with all its spatial acoustic cues intact (ITD,
ILD, and spectral cues).
Another difference between our findings and previous literature in humans regards the question of asymmetrical processing
of sound location. Animal literature in sound localization has established hemi-field processing of spatial sounds (Jenkins and
Merzenich, 1984; Middlebrooks and Pettigrew, 1981). Contrary
to the expectations from animal models, several human studies
reported right-hemispheric dominance for spatial sound processing, including asymmetrical responses to spatial sounds
(Brunetti et al., 2005; Griffiths et al., 1998; Krumbholz et al.,
2005) and spatial hemi-neglect after lesions to the right hemisphere (Spierer et al., 2009), including lesions encroaching on
the Heschl’s gyrus (Zatorre and Penhune, 2001). In contrast,
we did not find any hemispheric differences in spatial cue encoding in the core auditory cortex and areas middle-lateral to the
core. It is worth mentioning that the reported difference in the
majority of previous studies is either in cortical areas other
than those we focused on (Brunetti et al., 2005; Bushara et al.,
1999; Griffiths et al., 1998; Krumbholz et al., 2005) or based on
only ITDs (Krumbholz et al., 2005; Spierer et al., 2009), which
have been shown to have a right hemisphere processing bias
(Ortiz-Rios et al., 2017). Our results suggest that naturalistic
speech containing all spatial cues is processed symmetrically
in core auditory areas.
Furthermore, we found no correlation between the spatial and
spectrotemporal tuning properties of individual electrodes,
suggesting that local tuning to these features of speech is independent in core auditory cortical areas. A similarly dissociated
encoding of spatial and non-spatial features has been reported
in auditory cortical neurons of ferrets (Bizley et al., 2009; Walker
et al., 2011) and cats (Harrington et al., 2008; Stecker et al.,
2003). In contrast, several human neuroimaging studies have reported that Heschl’s gyrus preferentially encodes spectrotemporal sound features over spatial features (Alain et al., 2001; Barrett and Hall, 2006). One possible explanation is that the use of
unnatural sounds in these studies may not optimally activate
auditory cortical neurons (Theunissen and Elie, 2014). Although
joint encoding of spatial and spectrotemporal features has
been found in mammalian studies, the human auditory cortex
is specialized for speech processing (Belin et al., 2000; Norman-Haignere et al., 2015). Indeed, many of the electrodes in
our study responded significantly more to speech than to nonspeech sounds (STAR Methods; Figure S8). Our study therefore
takes a further step by examining the organization of responses
to phonetically relevant features that are crucial for distinctions
of phonemes. However, although our experiment engages the
specialized speech circuits, we did not find a correlation be-

tween the speech specificity of electrodes and their spatial
tuning properties (Spearman r = 0.12, p = 0.15) (Figure S8).
Hence, the mechanisms of spatial feature representation that
we characterized in this study are likely the same for other classes of sounds.
Previous neuroimaging studies in humans have demonstrated
the involvement of the auditory cortex in spatial hearing; our
study extends this finding by teasing apart the encoding properties of phonetic and spatial cues in this region. We find that
spatial and phonetic features are jointly represented in the core
auditory cortex and areas middle-lateral from the core, providing
a foundation for extraction of both phonetic information and the
location of the speaker. Studies in humans (Arnott et al., 2004)
and non-human primates (Rauschecker and Tian, 2000; Romanski et al., 1999) have hypothesized separate dorsal and ventral
pathways for processing spectrotemporal ‘‘what’’ and spatial
‘‘where’’ features, but how this split arises remains unexplored.
We did not observe a major difference in spatial and spectrotemporal feature encoding in core auditory areas. Although we could
not test the existence of these separate pathways directly
because of the absence of sufficient coverage in areas anterior
(planum polare [PP]) and posterior (planum temporale [PT]) to
Heschl’s gyrus, our results characterize the representational
properties of the core auditory cortex, the area hypothesized
to be the origin of the where and what pathways. Our results
therefore demonstrate how a linear readout from this representation by downstream neural pathways could readily decode
both spatial and phonetic features of speech.
Last, we show that, although sound direction does not change
the spectrotemporal tuning of individual electrodes, it modulates
the mean response level of the high-gamma activity. Because it
has been shown that the high-gamma amplitude reflects the
firing rate of the neural population proximal to the electrode (Buzsáki et al., 2012; Ray and Maunsell, 2011), a likely explanation for
the change in mean response level is a change in the average
firing rate of the underlying neural population as the speech
changes direction. Alternatively, the increase in high-gamma
amplitude may be due to the recruitment of a larger number of
neurons with similar spectrotemporal tuning but a different
response threshold (Phillips et al., 1994). Teasing apart the two
scenarios requires recording from individual neurons, which is
beyond the resolution of our current electrophysiology method.
Together, these findings advance our knowledge of the representational and functional organization of human auditory cortex
and pave the way toward more complete models of cortical
speech processing in the human brain.
Conclusion and Future Directions
We characterized the representational properties of speech with
spatial cues in the human core auditory cortex. We found local
selectivity to specific speaker directions at the level of individual
electrodes that jointly and independently represent spatial and
phonetic features. These findings raise several further questions.
First, it is unclear how exactly the information in each hemisphere
and across hemispheres is used to reliably estimate the location
of a speaker in space. Second, we show that ‘‘what’’ and
‘‘where’’ information can be extracted from the representation
in core auditory areas. Our coverage cannot address whether
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Participants and data collection
Participants were 2 male and 3 female native English speakers of age ranging from 33 to 59 years with self-reported normal hearing.
As part of their clinical diagnosis of epileptic focus, each subject was implanted bilaterally with customized high-density multielectrode arrays. The number of speech responsive sites differed among subjects. Electrocorticography signals with sampling rate of
3000Hz (5 subjects) were recorded with a multichannel amplifier connected to a digital signal processor (Tucker-Davis Technologies).
All data was montaged again to common average reference (Crone et al., 2001). Neural responses were first filtered using Hilbert
transform to extract the high-gamma band (70Hz-150Hz) for analysis (Edwards et al., 2009) and were then down-sampled to
100Hz. The research protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Columbia University, and signed consent forms
were obtained from all patients for all evaluation procedures.
METHOD DETAILS
Stimulus
Natural American English sentences were presented using standard Panasonic stereo earphones (Panasonic RP-HJE120) at a sampling rate of 44.1KHz. We presented 123 speech trials varying in duration from 2-13 s each, randomly divided among five angles. We
compared 30 individual head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) (J.-M. Jot et al., 1995, Audio Engineering Society, conference) from
LISTEN HRTF database, and chose the HRTF of an average size head to render binaural speech in space. Each speech trial was then
perceived as if it was uttered from 0 elevation and azimuths randomly chosen from 5 angles: 90, 45, 0, 45, 90. To confirm that
subjects attended to the speech, they were asked to point in the direction of the last sound at random pauses during the task
and behavior was recorded (Figure S2).
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Angle Selectivity; Estimation of ASI, CSI, BA
Speech-responsive sites were determined by calculating the maximum t-value of each electrode’s response between silence and
speech from any of the 5 angles. Electrodes with a maximum t-value greater than 17 (p < 0.001) were selected (Figure S1A), resulting
in 61, 29, 31, 24, 56 electrodes from subjects 1-5 respectively for a total of 201 electrodes used in all further analysis.
We observed that t-values calculated between silence and onset, and that between silence and sustained part of response were
highly correlated (Figure S1C). For each site, we calculated t-values for the neural response between silence and single angle resulting in 5 t-values, one for each angle. This t-value vector was then z-scored to obtain relative angle preference for each electrode. The
new vector was normalized by subtracting the minimum and dividing by the sum to restrict the ASI values between 0 and 1. This
normalization leads to a probabilistic interpretation of ASI, so that for a given electrode, ASI for an angle is the probability that the
electrode prefers that angle. We performed unsupervised hierarchical clustering on rows (angles) and columns (electrodes) of these
ASI vectors based on correlation distance to generate a local selectivity matrix. BA was defined as the angle to which an electrode
has maximum ASI.
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We measured the amount of contralateral preference by defining a Contralateral Selectivity Index (CSI):
P
P
ð t  values for angles  45 &  90Þ  ð t  values for angles 45 & 90Þ
P
:
CSI = P
ð t  values for angles  45 &  90Þ + ð t  values for angles 45 & 90Þ
Spectrotemporal Receptive Fields; Estimation of BF and RL
We calculated the spectrotemporal receptive fields (STRF) of each electrode using a normalized reverse correlation algorithm
(STRFLab software package available at http://www.strflab.berkeley.edu) (Theunissen et al., 2001a). Regularization and cross-validation techniques were used to prevent over-fitting of the STRF (David et al., 2007). STRFs were calculated using both mono-stimulus (stimulus without HRTF filters) and stereo-stimulus (separately for left (lSTRF) and right (rSTRF) channel inputs). The time-frequency auditory spectrogram was generated using a model of the peripheral auditory system (Chi et al., 2005) using mono,
stereo-left and stereo-right stimuli.
To determine the relationship between direction and tuning, we used the stereo stimulus to compute the STRF (separately for left
and right inputs) for all five angles. The following ranges of sparseness and tolerance values were used to calculate STRFs: tolerance
0.1, 0.05, 0.5; sparseness 8,16,32. However, maximizing the prediction score on cross-validation subset resulted in the same tolerance value of 0.05 and sparseness value of 8 for all electrodes and all angles.
Decoding
We used a regularized least square (RLS) linear classifier to decode azimuth and manner of articulation from the neural data (training
on 90% data, testing on 10% over 10 cross-validations). To select the window size for azimuth decoding, we made a plot of decoding
accuracy versus time window (Figure S5A) and found a steep rise in accuracy with increase in time window which plateaued at 1.5 s
window and therefore chose this time duration for analysis. For manner decoding, we averaged the neural response in time window of
30 ms centered at the maximum phonetic separability ie. peak f-statistic (Patel et al., 1976).
To check the effect of sample size on accuracy, we performed bootstrap analysis for left-hemisphere-only, right-hemisphere-only,
and both hemisphere electrodes. For N ranging from 2 to 90, we selected N different electrodes randomly from left brain sites, N from
right brain sites, and N from both brain sites (N/2 left and N/2 right) and calculated the decoding accuracy of 5 angles for each case by
training on 90% data, testing on 10% data, and cross-validating 10 times. For each N, we bootstrapped 200 times for single hemispheres (100 for Left and 100 for Right) and 200 for both brain hemispheres. We constructed a plot of mean decoding accuracy and
standard deviation across bootstraps versus number of electrodes.
Model
To determine a model that explains the encoding of spatial information, we used the mono-STRF computed by combining all angles
as absence of spatial information was imperative to determine the model improvement. Using linear regression with least-squares
algorithm, we fitted the predicted neural response to three models specified by: y = ax; y = x + b; y = ax + b, where y is the actual brain
response, x is the STRF-predicted response, and a (gain) and b (mean response level or bias) are variable parameters. We then calculated MSE between predicted and actual responses before and after fitting the data for all three cases. We estimated percentage
decrease in the error by comparing the error after to before model fitting.
Speech Specificity
Speech specificity of electrodes was measured using a separate listening experiment which included 69 consisting of speech, environmental noises, music genres, coughing, laughter, and tones. Because of time constraint, this task was recorded in 3 of the 5 subjects. We calculated the average response of the electrodes to all trials, and performed a t test between the responses to speech and
non-speech classes (Figure S8) to determine speech specificity.
Generation of Brain Figures
The electrodes were mapped onto the brain of each subject using co-registration by iELVis (Groppe et al., 2017) followed by their
identification on the post-implantation CT scan using BioImage Suite(Papademetris et al., 2006). Anatomical locations of these electrodes were obtained using Freesurfer’s automated cortical parcellation (Dykstra et al., 2012; Fischl et al., 2004) by Destrieux brain
atlas (Destrieux et al., 2010). These labels were closely inspected by neurosurgeon using subject’s co-registered post-implant MRI.
The electrodes were plotted on the average brain template ICBM152 (Fonov et al., 2011) using Brainstorm (Tadel et al., 2011).
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
The data that support the findings are available on request from the corresponding author. The codes for performing phoneme analysis, calculating high-gamma envelope, and predicting the neural responses are available at http://naplab.ee.columbia.edu/naplib.
html (Khalighinejad et al., 2017b).
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